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The Buttry Center for Peace and Nonviolence: “Difficult Conversations”
I had to opportunity to sit in one of the Zoom workshops for ‘Difficult Conversations” put together by The Buttry Center for
Peace and Nonviolence at Central Seminary. This workshop is designed to give some guidance in having difficult
conversations with people. Below is a quotation describing the intentions of these worskshops.

“Families and churches have always struggled with difficult conversations. But the current toxic and politically divisive ethos
of our country has made it even harder. Widely varying perspectives based on different sources of information and understandings of “the facts” have made bridging the relational divides even more strenuous. And yet our Christian calling to live
in loving relationships with others and to be Christ’s ambassadors of reconciliation remains. Our calling to be peacemakers
involves how we relate to family and church members, as well as the work we do within the public sphere. And all of this
requires us to be able to engage well with others during difficult conversations. These three zoom workshops are designed
to help you in this endeavor”
“The first workshop explored our feelings about difficult conversations and applied specific calls to discipleship to those
feelings and contexts. We looked at biblical teaching and discipleship on topics of mindset and interactions. The goal was to
equip participants for discernment of media/information sources and for how to engage in difficult conversations in
constructive ways.”
“The second workshop we looked at some best practices for listening. Participants practiced a deep listening exercise called
“Common Ground,” which is related to divisive issues. We explored options for when discussions and relationships
deteriorate.”

“The third workshop was Strengthening the Relational Context for Difficult Conversations. Conversations happen within a
context. We will name and explore narratives for nurturing and sustaining relationships in order to be able to hold
conversations about difficult matters.”

In the first workshop participants were asked about the emotions they felt when faced with the task of having difficult
conversations. Some of those emotions were anger, fear, anxiety, confusion, pain, sadness, anxiety, and resentment. Some
participants expressed feels of being disconnected from friends and family, feeling disappointed in others, and feel betrayed
by people they care about before having these hard conversations.

Other topics of conversation had to do with how Jesus and scripture instructs us to have difficult conversations and the
emotions that we humanly feel when having them. We looked at Colossians 3:17, Romans 12: 1-2, Philippians 4: 6-7, and
Matthew 5: 13-16. When discussing the Philippians passage the feeling of being anxious was mentioned frequently. There is
a lot of anxiety leading up to difficult conversations. One part of having a difficult conversation that can help make it easier is
naming the difficult topic because it sets a mainframe for the conversation. Reshaping language can also be a major help in
having those conversations.
When discussing the Romans passage, a common theme discussed was being present in places of conversation and
discerning what you say and how you say it.
Hello, all!
I am super excited to come on staff
with the ABCCR as the
Communications and Financial
Administrator. I also currently serve
as the Director of Family Minsitry
at First Baptist Church of Stilwell
and as the camping
Coordinator and 4Ten leader for the
region!
Submission dates are posted below:
15th of the month for the CRL
5th of tbe month for the FOCUS
Morgan Bandy
morgan.bandy@abccr.org
(785) 241-9820

We are called to not be conformed to the world but transformed by God and that should
be present in our conversations. We should also strive to experience worship in the middle
of difficult situations. In conversation about the Matthew passage we talked about what it
meant to be the salt and light of the earth. We discussed that a little salt can go a long way
and we should try not to “over pour.” We can’t have a discussion where we try to overpower
one another. We shouldn’t hide from hard conversations, but rather speak up to increase
understanding in order to love one another and honor God.
It is important that we strive to see the humanity
in others and these workshops give great insight
into starting places.

For more infomration you can visit the
Buttry Center for Peace and Nonviolence website:
www.cbts.edu/buttry-center
Written by: Morgan Bandy
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Three Buckets
By: Executive Minister, Dr. Gregg Hemmen

There are several Central Region churches that are going
through the Reshaping Church process this year. Grandview
Baptist in Kansas City, KS, First Baptist in Lawrence, KS, First
Baptist in McPherson, KS, First Baptist, in Manhattan, KS,
First Baptist in Olathe, KS, and Prairie Baptist in Prairie Village, KS, have all been having intentional discussions about
where they have been and where they are going.
Jennifer Schneider, Bill Hendricks, and I have tried to be
thoughtful bystanders as leaders in these congregations
have been listening for God’s leading. It’s been a very
interesting experience.

A few weeks ago, as Reverend Melissa Newberry led the
Grandview Baptist discussion, participants were asked to
sort their responses to three questions into categories or
buckets.
The Continue Bucket – During the pandemic, what did we
start doing which may need continuing or expanding?
The Stop Bucket – What did we stop doing which may not
need restarting?
The Explore Bucket – What else might the Holy Spirit be
nudging us to do as a result of our experience?

These questions came out of Mark Tidsworth’s book, ReShape: Emerging Church Practice in a Volatile World (Pinnacle Leadership Press, 2020). I have found Tidsworth’s work
to be challenging. You may want to check out this resource
.
The prompts in these questions are not just for churches in
the Reshaping Church process. These are great questions
for our individual walk of faith as well. What have I started doing recently which needs to continue because God is
deepening me? I am a firm believer that following Jesus
means that we are life-long learners.

What have I stopped doing or need to stop doing because
it’s not helpful for my growth? This can include actions or
ways we think that are detrimental to the maturing God is
doing in our lives. What new avenues for growth is the Holy
Spirit prompting? Our God is not a stagnant God and in the
history of the Church and people’s lives, God has continually
brought about change.
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You’ll be reading these words right around Easter.
As we celebrate the resurrection of Jesus this year, think
about these questions in the context of Easter. Jesus ushered in a transformational way of thinking about our relationship with God through his death and resurrection.
This was a new way of thinking that he invited people
to continue even after he was physically gone from their
presence.
Jesus challenged people to stop acting and believing that
they can earn God’s favor if they were just good enough
or did enough. That’s not the Gospel. Finally, I believe Jesus taught a way of living that prompted a life in relationship with God as an adventure. This adventure takes us all
down new paths.

I would encourage you to spend some time in the next few
weeks thinking about your own answers to these questions. Sort your answers into the buckets. See what God
might do with these prompts in your own life.
Thank you for the privilege of serving among you.

Prayer Emphasis
Tim Schwartz
As we celebrate the greatest news of Jesus’ resurrection,
may our hearts be filled with prayers of praise for the gift
of God’s unconditional love and forgiveness shown to us
by Jesus’ sacrificial death on the cross!

Let us also pray and meditate quietly as we consider our
relationships with others. If we are estranged from
anyone, let us take the time to make amends and offer
forgiveness so that we can have peace in our lives as well.

Finally let us pray for new opportunities to share the
gospel and the love of Jesus, not just through our words,
but through our actions of helping others in every day,
ordinary and practical ways. Like the women at the tomb,
let us spread the glorious news that Jesus Christ has risen
from the dead!
As the scripture says, “And now, go quickly and tell his
disciples he has been raised from the dead, and he is
going ahead of you to Galilee.” Matthew 28:7 (NLT)

Central Region Life

117 Years

April Showers!
I was reading a devotional today that mentioned when it
starts to rain on us, we just naturally dash for shelter instead
of standing in the rain to be soaked! It reminded me of a
time at camp when I was 9 when we were sitting in an openair building singing verse two of “There shall be showers of
blessings” when it started pouring down rain so hard on the
tin roof, we could barely hear each other sing.

“There shall be showers of blessing, precious reviving again;
over the hills and the valleys, sound of abundance of rain”.
Chorus: “Showers of blessings, showers of blessings we
need. Mercy drops round us are falling, but for the showers we plead.” This hymn is based on Ezekiel 34:36 where
God promises “there will be showers of blessings”. For these
showers, we want to stand in them and be soaked!!! Verse 3
ends with the phrase “Come, and now honor Thy Word.”

Have you ever thought about all the blessings that God
promises in His Word? Just a few are: needs -Phil. 4:19; giftsJames 1:17; peace-Numbers 6:24-26; calmness-Isaiah 41:10;
abundance-Luke 6:38; health- III John 1:2; energy-Isaiah
40:31; hope-Romans 15:13; richness-Proverbs 10:22; protection-Isaiah 54:17; fruitful-Jeremiah 17:7-8; sealed-II Corinthians 1:22.
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Too often we want God’s abundant blessings without being
willing to equally bless others with His love. We need to
remind ourselves to seek the Giver, not the gifts!

There are innumerable ways to show God’s love to others, but
in the past year there are many in your own neighborhood that
could use some help with the daily necessities. Food banks
are struggling to keep up with the demands! With members
having less income, churches are also struggling. The
opportunities are endless!

Even though it seems really bad now, there will always be a
need for more money for our ministries. In order to reach
the lost for Christ, it requires time, effort and money. Would
you like to consider helping to provide some of the necessary
funds upon your going to your heavenly reward, while still
getting income from the gift while you live?

Although it may sound too good to be true, it really is! And
the rate is higher than you can get from a CD and there is no
risk. I’d love to talk with you about your wishes for the future
and give you some choices as to how you might help God’s
ministries. There is no obligation or charge for my services,
so please contact me! I’ll gladly come to your home or talk
with a group in your church.
Rev. Wilma E. Engle,
Director of Planned Giving
cell: 316-644-2069
6745 Interurban, Wichita, KS 67204-1323
e-mail: wilmaengle@juno.com
Rev. Timothy Schwartz,
Assistant Director of Planned Giving
cell: 913-424-9939
e-mail: timmans39@gmail.com

For questions regarding ABCCR Camping you may
contact Jennifer Schneider or Morgan Bandy.
jennifer.schneider@abccr.org
morgan.bandy@abccr.org

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit.
Rather, in humility value others above yourselves.
Phillipians 2:3
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Smoke Signals

(Parking Lot Clues)
By: Director of Interim Ministry, Dr. William Hendricks

As a kid growing up, I was enamored with television westerns. Reading the smoke signals on the horizon was a skill my
early heroes developed. Later I learned that forest rangers
watch for smoke signals as well. Flare guns and power plants
billow smoke too. The smoke tells a story. You’ve heard it
said, “Where there’s smoke there’s fire?” This series will look
at the signals emitted by the Church. Each signal says, “Pay
attention.” Often, time is limited.

Spring and Fall are times when people like being outdoors.
Can you take your programming outside? Sunrise service,
Trunk or Treat, parking lot Bible Study? If no one new shows
up, the community still knows there is activity on the
property!
The Interim Minister shows up with eyes wide open. Familiarity breeds comfort. What is obvious to a newcomer is
business as usual for many of church members. This simple
assessment points to three questions that should be
answered before a new pastor is called:

Here are the three sources of ‘Smoke signals.’

1. Parking lot clues. Drive past any church every day for a
week and you’ll learn a lot. In this article we will discuss the
clues a parking lot is giving a church.

2. Church Board Demos. The demographics of your church
board shout loudly about the church and it’s future. In this
article the Interim Ministry Program shares its observations.

3. Special Programs Flares. Each church has groups that
meet regularly. This may be a youth group or a community
gathering. A worship team or a coffee clutch. These groups
range from loyal members to outsiders who use the building. 1. Do we have financial constraints? If we cannot maintain
Each sends smoke signals.
God’s property, how will we convince a new pastor to accept
our call. How will we say, “This church is alive?’ New lines
This article reflects the story your parking lot tells.
on a parking lot says, “We are expecting people to come and
park here.” The Interim can build momentum and pride in a
You may not have thought about it, but your church parking congregation by tending to the parking lot.
is a novel. It tells a story of who is there, how many are there
and how well the church tends to its property. It offers a
2. The way we park, and where we park is no small matter.
record of who parks where and shouts either, “You are
Have we become ‘Me centered?” ‘This is my parking place’
welcome,” or “No places available for new people.”
may transfer to ‘This is my pew.’ Does this church exist for
the members?
Let’s dive into a quick Parking Lot Assessment and then discuss what it might be saying to the neighborhood. These are 3. Once the weather turns, either from winter to spring, or
observations. Conclusions drawn may not be the whole story, summer to fall, people want to be outside. The parking lot
and it should be remembered that most stories omit certain beckons. The parking lot offers a highly visible place to study,
details. This assessment should be a source of conversation have a potluck or a special service. The interim uses the parkfor your church.
ing lot as a way to talk about non-threatening outreach.
ASSESSMENT: PARKING LOT CLUES

Please give me call to chat about the ideas mentioned.
The Interim Program offers fresh eyes.

How well manicured is the lot? Does grass and weed crop Rev. Dr. Bill Hendricks
out of the cracks? Are obvious potholes and/or big cracks Director of Interim Ministries, Central Region
(913) 558-3311 or Bill.Hendricks@ABCCR.org
visible? Have lines faded or become completely worn off.
To a visitor, your parking lot may be shouting, “This church is
out of money. Come here only if you are willing to give money
for much needed maintenance projects.” Or it may say, “This
Paola Shows “Love”
church is not a very good neighbor.” The Interim arrives with
By: Dianna Cook
a new set of eyes. Those bumps and cracks talk about the
witness of the church and its stewardship.
How many days a week is the lot empty? Is this a ‘Sunday
only’ building? Are the same cars always parked in the same
spaces? Are designed spaces well marked with current signs?
On Sunday morning are all the spaces close to the building
filled, leaving no room for a visitor? Does the staff claim the
best spots? The passer by looks to see who is in your lot.
Cars they know and cars that are new. Am I welcome or have
you grabbed all the convenient spaces for yourself? Does the
traffic say, “This place is alive?” If the pastor’s car is the only
one in the lot, will someone conclude that they are welcome
to enter and talk, or “Stay away I’m working on my sermon?”

Is the lot used for things other than parking cars? Except
for the church building your parking lot is your most valuable
asset. Have you taken your faith outdoors? Outdoor
meetings, picnic on the lot, or music under the stars? A tent
meeting or flea market? Can you get people to the doors of
your church by using your parking lot creatively?
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The American Baptist Women’s group at First Baptist
Church in Paola, KS usually holds a dinner to raise support
for the annual Love Gift sometime during the month of
February. Due to Covid, things couldn’t take place as usual
so creative thinking had to take place.
It was decided to offer soup, pie and cinnamon rolls as a
take out option. Many church members, and even several
non-church members gave their orders of either pint or
quart sized jars of homemade chicken soup, chili or
potato soup. They were ready to be picked up after
worship, along with an assortment of wrapped pies and
cinnamon rolls. There were some “extras” available for
those who hadn’t placed orders in advance.
Payment was entirely free-will donation. Between the
free-will donations and over donations given, we raised
$864 to be given to the ABW Love Gift offering.

Enrollment for Church Youth Leaders will open on Tuesday, March 23rd
for Braving-out-the-Box; Combatting Human Trafficking
A hybrid webinar and/or on location… (part of this year’s ‘Carry the Cross’ series). High school age participants will learn
about the realities and true horrors of human trafficking and strategies to resist it, expose it and wipe it out. A ‘camp kit’
will be delivered to participating churches, with hands-on materials for the experience. The Webinar will be hosted at
6pm-8pm on Friday May 22nd and 9am-noon on Saturday May 23. Participant shirt sizes will be needed.

OU’s Fredrikson Center received a grant from the Virginia and Gordon Palmer Jr. Trust of the American Baptist Foundation to start a program called “Silver Linings”; to deliver soul food via the internet. The programming includes video/
electronic and on-ground/at home elements categorized into three aspect areas: Thought (on-line Bible study and scriptural reflection and discussions, with programming via ZOOM), Word (mini chapels and devotionals, available through the
University’s website) & Deed (project ideas and video how-tos for folk who want to engage in faith in action and outreach
activities.).
For more information, contact Lee Stadler or John Holzhuter
lee.stadler@ottawa.edu
john.holzhuter@ottawa.edu

Thursday
June 24, 2021

Friday
June 25, 2021

Saturday
June 26, 2021

4:00pm Welcome Session- Learn more
about the online platform, schedule,
and special eventa.

3:00pm An Address to MMBB
Members

4:00pm A selection of workshops

5:00pm Business Session- Churches,
please select delegates to represent
your church at this session.

6:30pm Highlighting American
Baptist Home Mission Societies

5:00pm American Baptist Caucus
Sessions
7:00pm Worship- Imagine Unity
Join with other members of the
American Baptist family for this
Communion service.

(Times listed are Eastern Daylight Time)

4:00pm A selection of workshops

6:30pm Highlighting
Ministries

International

7:00pm Worship- Imagine Healing
Featuring Keynote Speaker Rev. Dr.
Winterbourne LaPucelle Harrison
Jones

5:00pm Mission Summit
Conversations

7:00pm Worship- Imagine Hope
Featuring Keynote Speaker Rev. Dr.
Brianna Parker

8:15pm Comedy (half) Hour

• Visit with American Baptist Partners and related organizations in the Virtual Exhibit Hall
• View the On-Demand Library of recources and recordings at your leisure before, during, and after the event
• Connect with other atendees around areas of interest to you
Registration for Church Delegates and Participants is open.
Visit www.americanbaptists2021.com to view the entire schedule and to register!
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New Registrar for Central Seminary
Central Seminary is pleased to announce Hana You’s promotion to registrar and
international student officer. She has served since November 2019 as Doctor of
Ministry program assistant and in August 2020 took on added responsibilities
as student records associate.

“Hana brings excellent experience and skills to her new position, including
business training, fluency in English and Korean, and an understanding of
what it is like to be an international student,” said Stephen Guinn, associate
dean of instructional support and student success. “She is already well versed
in Central’s recordkeeping systems and well respected by her colleagues. I am
thrilled to have her continue as a member of the student success team and look
forward to her contributions to Central in the years ahead.”

You earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with a double major in English literature
and British American studies from the University of Ulsan in Ulsan, Republic
of Korea and a Master of Business Administration degree from Northwest Missouri State University in Maryville, Missouri. Since 2017, she has served as a
Korean language teacher for the Kansas City Korean Language Institute and is
currently a committee member of the first Korean-American Adaptive Sports
Festival and a board member of the Korean American Society of Greater Kansas
City.
You will begin her work as registrar on March 22, 2021.

Bethel College Fund
In response to a survey of parents and students we did in late 2012, we found that there was a great need to have a high
school program. At the time, our after school and summer programming was only available for students through the 8th
grade. After a few years of planning, in 2014, the Students Pursuing Academic Readiness in Kansas (SPARKS) program
began. This program was added so high school students could still attend after school and summer programs. Through
this, we have been able to learn so much about our students and their families.

Our students express a great desire to go to college (often being the first in their family to attend), get good jobs, and help
to break the cycle of poverty that many Bethel families face. The SPARKS program allows us to take students on college
visits so they can really understand what they need to do to go to the college they want. During a visit to the University of
Kansas a student expressed their realization that they could attend college because of the grants and scholarships that are
available. Before this visit they didn’t think they would have the opportunity to go to college because of the cost. Another
student discovered their desire to become an architect while on a visit at Kansas State University. We also teach our students about what it means to be college ready – graduate high school, keep good grades, score well on the ACT, discipline
themselves well, and work hard. We have guest speakers talk to our students about their career and what it took for them
to get there. Our high school students are also given the opportunity to either volunteer or work with the after school and
summer program for elementary students.

The need to provide scholarships to Bethel high school students to go to college has been in our mind for a long time. We
are so excited that we get to offer this college scholarship to our students starting at the end of this school year. We are
very pleased to announce that the Bethel board has set aside $3,000 to begin the scholarship program for our high school
students. If you are interested in helping a student who would be the first to go to college in their family, please let us
know that you would like your donation designated to the Bethel College Fund.
Mang Sonna
Executive Director
www.bethelcenter.org
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AB Women’s Minsitries
Central Region
Summer Conference
June 4 - 5
Here at Prairie Homestead Senior Living, we believe in
having a great time with one another. Laughter is just a
part of our culture here. In April, we celebrate Easter and
the resurrection that gives us hope for eternity. We also
celebrate National Humor Month.

Did you know that laughter, and even smiling, has health
benefits? Research has shown that the more someone
smiles, the healthier his/her brain can be, improve your
health, and even help you live longer.. Bright Spring Health
shared the
following additional 5 benefits:
1. Pain Relief. According to Mayo Clinic, laughter is the
best medicine as it allows the body to produce its own
natural painkillers.
2. Lower Blood Pressure. An article published by the College of Family Physicians says that the act of laughter can
lead to an immediate increase in heart rate and oxygen
consumption, followed by a period of muscle relaxation,
decreased heart rate and lower blood pressure.
3. Stronger Immune System. A WebMD study states that
laughter increases immune cells and infection fighting
antibodies, which improves your resistance to illnesses.

4. Stress Reliever. Studies have shown where individuals
had to face stressful situations while smiling were found
to have lower heart rates compared to those who were not
smiling
.
5. Younger Appearance. Although your actual age does
not decrease, studies show that people who see happy
faces guess them to be younger.
Here are some of our favorite jokes to get you started
adding laughter to your day.
• One day I saw a gentleman spill all of his Scrabble letters
on the road. I asked him, “what’s the word on the street?”
• How does Moses make tea? He Brews

• What kind of exercise do lazy people do? Diddly-squats
If you’d like to hear more reasons to smile or laugh, call
Prairie Homestead Senior Living at (316) 263-8264.
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Things to think about…
Registration will be paper only
Lodging is on your own
100th year banquet attire
Offerings will be taken
Mini-project: Sunset Home
horticulture therapy supplies

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

(Please designate by NUMBER your 1st and 2nd choice
options fot each session on the for below.)
*hybrid means both in-person & virtual.
Session # 1- Friday, 1:30-2:30pm
Session #2- Friday, 2:40-3:40pm
Session #3 Saturday, 9:00-10:00am

Session 1

Serving Together (hybrid*)
Sherill Carlson & Melissa Newberry
Come discover how Elizabeth and Mary’s relationship
created the opportunity for mentorship and blessing.

100-Year Banner Creation (in-person)
Vonda Brecheisen & Mona Huggins (linit 25)
Bring your pointed scissors, glue guns, and glue to this
creative workshop. Using foam pieces, you’ll create a new
AB Women’s Ministry banner.

Tijuana Border Ministries (hybrid*)
Deliris & Moise Carrion- Joseph
Deliris & Moise Carrion- Joseph serve in Tijuana, Mexico.
Moise works with the Haitian and African migrants. Deliris
will share her work with Deborah’s House, a refuge for
women and their children who are victims of Domestic
Violence. Come hear about their experiences in the Tijuana
Border Minsitries.

Session 2

Growing With Grants (hybrid*)
Kimberly Fulk & Carmel Pinegar
Area outreach projects have been growing with the
assistance of ABCCR Special Ministry Grants. Carmen Pinegar
of Bethany Baptist Church (Bentley) will describe their
“Day of Service” and Kimberly Fulk of First Baptist Church
(Manhattan) will share how they adapted to COVID
restrictions for their Back-to-School Backpack program.
Let Go My Ego! (hybrid*)
Sandra Wimpelberg
Join our speaker, Sandra Wimpelberg, as she shares
insights into life and faith.

Chalk Couture Designs (in-person)
Paula Rhodes
(painting fee $12; limit 15)
Join Paula Rhodes, a Chalk Couture Designer, for an hour
of crafting as we make a sign using silk screen transfers and
chalk paste. All supplies will be provied, you will make an
inspirational wooden sign to display in your home. No prior
crafting skills needed!
(Worskshop Descriptions continued on the next page)
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Session 3
Praising God in Journaling (hybrid*)
Valerie Terrazas
Bible Journaling is a creative way to grow in your Faith
and spend time immersing yourself in God’s Word. Bring your
Bible, a favorite Scripture or passage and spend time fellowshipping with other women while praising the Lord with our
hands. A variety of supplies will be provided for this handson workshop No artistic ability is required as you can journal
with words or with pictures

White Cross, Alive & Well!! (hybrid*)
Mary Etta Copeland & Theresa Hodges
After changes over the past several years, with confusion
and lack of direction, we’re “on the road again!” EXCITEMENT
and OPPORTUNITY are two words aptly describing where we
are and where we are headed. Presentation and handouts will
include information for both home and overseas mission opportunites for local groups to become involved with.
Let’s Get Quizzical (in-person)
Lois Chiles
You won’t want to miss Lois’ workshop where ABW facts
will be shared in a fun way, Come and enjoy!
Choir (in-person) (Free time Friday 3:40-4:40pm)
Mary Etta Copeland
Music will include compositions by son Jon Copeland and
the incredible Mark Hayes!!
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